CompuMark and WebTMS announce a strategic partnership

Enabling WebTMS users to access CompuMark’s 186 trademark databases
Boston, USA: May 7, 2019: CompuMark, a global leader in trademark research and protection,
and WebTMS Limited, a leading provider of trademark management systems, today announced
a strategic partnership. Through this alliance, users of WebTMS flagship product, will gain
access to CompuMark’s 186 trademark databases, covering all jurisdictions in the world.
WebTMS is a comprehensive yet intuitive IP management platform that supports the efficient
handling of all IP matters with a strong focus on trademarks. The integration with CompuMark
will allow WebTMS users to import up-to-date, reliable trademark data from CompuMark into
WebTMS as well as validating and updating trademark portfolios.
The integration will create more efficient workflows by ensuring CompuMark’s best-in-class
error-corrected data is immediately available within trademark professionals’ day-to-day IP
management workflows.
Jeff Roy, President, CompuMark, said: “This strategic partnership is the answer to the growing
request of clients for being able to access CompuMark data in their trademark management
systems. By integrating both platforms we are better serving the trademark.”
Rita Okyere, Director, WebTMS Limited, added: “This is a great opportunity for us to boost our
services. By making CompuMark’s global data immediately available to our clients, we can ease
their administrative burden thereby creating more time for them to focus on other important
tasks. WebTMS acknowledges the ever-evolving digital landscape and to stay relevant it’s
important we keep up with client expectations.”
This strategic partnership follows the announcement last year that CompuMark acquired
TrademarkVision, which was quickly followed up with the launch of TMgo365 Industrial Designs
by leveraging TrademarkVision’s technology, as well as the announcement at INTA 2018 that
CompuMark entered a strategic partnership with Chinese trademark solution provider, White
Rabbit / Bai Tu.
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About CompuMark
CompuMark is an industry leader in trademark research and protection solutions. We enable trademark and brand
professionals worldwide to launch, expand and protect strong brands through the highest quality global content; expert
analysis; superior trademark screening, search, and watch tools; and best-in-class service. Key products include: SAEGIS
Trademark Screening Tools; TM go365 DIY Clearance Solution; Trademark Full Search; Trademark Watching; and Copyright
Searches. For more information, please visit www.compumark.com.

About Clarivate Analytics
Clarivate Analytics is a global leader in providing trusted insights and analytics to accelerate the pace of innovation. Building on
a heritage going back more than a century and a half, we have built some of the most trusted brands across the innovation
lifecycle, including CompuMark, Web of Science, Cortellis, Derwent, MarkMonitor and Techstreet. Today, Clarivate Analytics is a
new and independent company on a bold entrepreneurial mission to help our clients radically reduce the time from new ideas
to life-changing innovations. For more information, please visit www.clarivate.com.
Forward-Looking Statements
This press release and oral statements made with respect to information contained in this release may contain forward-looking
statements regarding Clarivate Analytics. Forward-looking statements provide Clarivate Analytics’ current expectations or
forecasts of future events and may include statements regarding anticipated synergies and other future expectations with EKB.
These statements involve risks and uncertainties including factors outside of Clarivate Analytics’ control that may cause actual
results to differ materially. Clarivate Analytics undertakes no obligation to update or revise the statements made herein,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

